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Design by Crowds
user experience design and testing with

open source projects



What do you think about
when you hear the words:

“open source design”



design by
committee



lipstick on
a pig



not ready for
prime-time



I think:

 “Another day at 
the office.”
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This guy does a lot of his shopping online



This guy does a lot of his shopping online

These two students are working on a
cognitive ergonomics research project



This guy does a lot of his shopping online

He builds phishing websites for fun

These two students are working on a
cognitive ergonomics research project



This guy does a lot of his shopping online

He builds phishing websites for fun

Hasn’t ever been on the internet

Always downloads the new version

These two students are working on a
cognitive ergonomics research project

Really, really, scary good at math

Doesn’t really care about encryption



This is my crowd



Power of Crowds
a brief illustration
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100k
Daily users

(approx 20-30M)

Nightly testers
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Contributors



37% of the code contributed
to Firefox since November ’06
came from outside mozilla.com



So how do you design with crowds?



Clearly communicate the goals
(and non-goals) of the project,
and lead the charge forward

lead







Experiment in the open, and
encourage the crowd to do
the same

play









Make it easy for people to
provide feedback, and gather
data from your large N

listen









involve people early (wsc-usecases)
produce open prototypes
use crowd for large N testing

∆ w3c
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